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Hi everyone , I am a glamour girl-about-town with an adventurous tigerish soul . I love to
live my life with passion , this is the first time I am visiting Israel and really I am very
excited about it .Growing up in Italy , but passionate world traveller . Living abroad
changes a person , I often get complimented on a level of intellect and emotional maturity
that belies my years . Anyway , age is really just a number for me , as I hope it is for you
too .You will notice my genuine and generous nature , I am incredibly affectionate and
have a great sense of compassion for people . I do like to get lost in the moment , live it
naturally , our experience will be a little bit like a travel .We will both jump on , and see
where it takes us .... Very cute and innocent face , but sex has always intrigued me
...specially creative sex , which is to be discovered ... If you are tired of inauthentic
experiences , then you came to the right place . My double life represents a journey of
self-discovery for me : of giving myself to pleasure and passion , and of drawing you into
that world with me even for a little while . No life is complete without pleasure and
everyone deserves to feel wanted . My life is all about real connection . I have no
constructed persona , no script . You will find me exactly as I claim to be : warm , open ,
funny , intelligent , empathetic , and , most of all real . So come on . Take my hand .
Let&#39;s explore xoxoKarla -- Age: 26 - Height: 5&#39;3 - 5&#39;5 (160-165cm) - Hair
Color: Blonde - Breast Implants: Yes - Spoken languages: English, French - Favorited by:
0 - Profile Views: 494 - Description Hi everyone , I am a glamour girl-about-town with an
adventurous tigerish soul . I love to live my life with passion , this is the first time I am
visiting Israel and really I am very excited about it .Growing up in Italy , but passionate
world traveller . Living abroad changes a person , I often get complimented on a level of
intellect and emotional maturity that belies my years . Anyway , age is really just a number
for me , as I hope it is for you too .You will notice my genuine and generous nature , I am
incredibly affectionate and have a great sense of compassion for people . I do like to get
lost in the moment , live it naturally , our experience will be a little bit like a travel .We will
both jump on , and see where it takes us .... Very cute and innocent face , but sex has
always intrigued me ...specially creative sex , which is to be discovered ... If you are tired
of inauthentic experiences , then you came to the right place . My double life represents a
journey of self-discovery for me : of giving myself to pleasure and passion , and of drawing
you into that world with me even for a little while . No life is complete without pleasure and
everyone deserves to feel wanted . My life is all about real connection . I have no
constructed persona , no script . You will find me exactly as I claim to be : warm , open ,
funny , intelligent , empathetic , and , most of all real . So come on . Take my hand .
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